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Thirty-Ninth Annual Report of the  
Tanzania Development Trust 

for the period 1st July 2014 to 30th June 2015 

 

Welcome to our Annual Report 

Five thousand new charities are created every year in the UK! Many are very small 
and don’t last long. You should already have noticed that this is our 39th Annual 
Report and indeed in November we shall reach a mature 40. So it’s a good time to 
reflect on who we are and what we do. Here are some of our major principles: 

 We are a small, but not tiny charity. We have no ambitions to grow above an 
annual income level of £250,000, and we haven’t attained that yet. 

 We are run entirely by volunteers. We have no paid staff, except that we 
reimburse the expenses of our Tanzanian team members. 

 We don’t want premises. We spend nothing on advertising or travel. Our 
printing and internet costs are paid by the Britain-Tanzania Society which 
founded us. So we can truly say that every pound we raise is spent on 
projects in Tanzania. 

 We are a ‘niche’ charity. We operate only in Tanzania, and only in its poorest 
parts. We are sometimes asked ‘Why Tanzania? - there are other needy 
countries’.  That’s true. But Tanzania is still an example to the world of a 
country at peace with itself and its neighbours and that has largely overcome 
tribal and religious tensions. At the village level at which we work, people are 
mostly very trustworthy and together we can achieve lasting projects with our 
donors’ money. It’s also where we have true expertise. 

 We don’t attempt the big projects of the large NGOS like Oxfam. With our 
unique way of working where each project is supported by a team of local 
Tanzanian Representative and UK based Project Officer, we really know our 
projects and who the beneficiaries are. All the projects listed below have been 
visited more than once this year by our Local Representatives and the great 
majority by one of the UK based team also. So although we are volunteers, we 
achieve a high level of professionalism. 

The TDT Staff team in Tanzania 
Our Local Representatives in Tanzania are the backbone of our work, helping us to 
select trustworthy projects which will be of great benefit to local communities and 
to avoid any that may be dishonest The strength of using their expertise is shown 

The front cover picture shows the Safe House for girls escaping FGM built in Mugumu, Mara 
Region. TDT’s largest ever project. 
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by the fact that in the last 2 years 
we have lost very little money in 
fraudulent projects. However in 
the very few cases where we do 
detect, for example, that costs 
have been inflated, Project 
Officers and Local Representatives 
are persistent in their attempts to 
reclaim money for use elsewhere. 
During the year, Ezekiel Kassanga 
replaced Albert Kahai in Simiyu, 
William Shayo became our Local 
Representative in Shinyanga and 
Benedict Hosea joined us for 
Kigoma Rural.  They are all 
remarkable and dedicated people.  
Asanteni Sana, marafiki. 

The TDT Staff team in the UK 
There have been some changes in the team. Tony Janes has retired after many 
years as a Trustee and Project Officer and we thank him for his service.  Sam 
Macaulay joined us as Treasurer, but is shortly to hand over to Jeanine Tsobgny-

Naoussi although he will thankfully remain as her assistant. Janet Chapman is 
taking up the challenge of running our campaigns and has handed over the 
website to our new website manager, Stephanie Ross, who will be assisted by 
Jenny Keable. Other welcome new members of the 
team are Connor Moore, in charge of fund-raising and 
Christobel Burns who will assist Janet. 
The Trust only functions as it does because of the 
good-will, hard work and commitment of the team 
members and of the Britain-Tanzania Society. 
 
Trevor Jaggar 
Very many congratulations to our Trustee Trevor 
Jaggar (pictured with Mr and Mrs Kikwete) on his 90th 
birthday. Trevor’s contribution to the whole BTS/TDT 
organisation has been unparalleled. Hongera, Mzee! 

You can help TDT by joining BTS. Go to www.btsociety.org  or contact Ann Brumfit 
annbrumfit@yahoo.co.uk or write to her at 24 Oakfield Drive, Reigate, Surrey,  RH2 
9NR 

http://www.btsociety.org
mailto:annbrumfit@yahoo.co.uk
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New Website 

Changes made by our current website host and the need to integrate our website 
with the database of all our projects has spurred the decision to rewrite the Trust’s 
website. Our hope is that the new website will be launched at the end of 
November 2015, to coincide with the Trust’s 40th birthday. 

Review of the Year, 2014-15 

2014-15 proved to be perhaps the most remarkable year 
in the Trust’s history. In 2013 we were asked by Rhobi 
Samwelly, our Local Representative in Mara Region, if we 
would assist her Anglican Diocese build a Safe House and 
Vocational Training Centre for girls escaping Female 
Genital Mutilation to which more than half Mara’s girls are 
subjected, although it is not practised in most of Tanzania.  
We knew that the cost would be over £65,000. It was clear 
that if we were not to obliterate most of our normal 
funding programme, we should need to launch a special 
appeal and we began this in January 2014 as recounted in 
the 38th Annual Report.  

We began sending money for construction to Mara In July 2014 and under Mama 
Rhobi’s shrewd management, building progress was rapid. By the time she arrived 
in late September (after the UK Government had initially refused her visa) for a 
fund-raising tour sponsored by two of our members, construction was 
substantially completed. Her tour was an outstanding success and all who met her 
were deeply impressed and moved, not least by the way she used her own story as 
a victim of FGM to campaign for others. 

The Centre opened at the beginning of December 2014 and was immediately 
almost overwhelmed by the number of girls arriving. By mid-December there were 
117 girls. Food was provided by the local churches and mosques. The police were 
co-operative and helpful. Numbers peaked at 
134 girls in early January 2015. From January 
2015 onwards, 100 girls were enabled to 
return home after their parents had signed 
at the police station legally binding affidavits 
that their daughters would not be cut or 
harmed in any way. These commitments are 
being monitored by the Centre’s Social 
Worker, Sophia Mchomvu and to date there 
have been no breaches. 
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The parents of thirty four girls refused to cooperate and so they remain at the Safe 
House.  At first these girls were very shy, and many visibly traumatised by their 
experience. There is now a huge difference. They have are computer lessons in a 
room of 30 computers donated by a London school, and girls on the tailoring 

course are selling items they have made 
in a shop on the premises.  Girls who 
have never had the chance to go to 
school can now read and write.  Their 
growth in confidence is astounding. 
Recently the girls performed a song 
they had composed about FGM to over 
500 people at an event for International 
Day of the African Child.  
Ten of the girls passed their primary 

education and so attend the local secondary school.  Their headmaster and 
teachers told Janet Chapman that although they have missed a lot of education 
they are trying so hard they are sure they will catch up.  
A total of £56,330 was sent to Mara for the Safe House and VTC in 2014-15. 
 
Of course the task isn’t over and the remaining needs and challenges are listed on 
page 16. Our Appeal for the safe House and Vocational Training Centre will 
continue through 2015-16. 
 
Despite the special fund-raising, and attention to the Safe House  we managed in 
2014-15 to fund  more than 35 other projects to a total of £156,893, which gives 
much satisfaction. There were eight visits by project officers, all funded at their 
own expense, and I thank my colleagues for their generosity and commitment. 

Much of what we have been able to achieve has been a result of the balance of 
legacies from the late Christine Lawrence and Ian Gibson and there is no 
expectation that the Trust will benefit 
similarly in 2015/16 and we may need to 
anticipate some reduction in what we can 
achieve, despite the best efforts of our 
fund-raisers. 

Julian Marcus, Chairman 
August 2015  

 I am given the honour of Opening the Safe 
House 
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2014/15 was a record  year for TDT's project spending, totalling £156,893 
(201313/14, £144,356). This growth was due mainly to increased grants to the 
Safe House in Mara  (£56,330, 2013/14,£26,255) and significant support from 
charities with whom TDT has developed strong relationships, notably the David 
Anderson Africa Trust and  the African Palms Association. Legacy income was not 
as significant as in recent years. However we did gratefully receive  final 
donations of £6,606 from the legacy of  Ian Gibson and £5,566 from the bequest 
of Christine Lawrence. Non-legacy giving and fundraising by members has been 
consistent in recent years and in each of the last four years TDT has received a 
£10,000 donation from the same very generous donors.  

Private Projects have again made an impact in Tanzania thanks to very generous 
and hardworking BTS members. However, a fraud through deception led to a loss 
of £7,020 by a Private Project fund destined for a school in Kiviwama. At the time 
of writing we have been informed that the perpetrator is in police custody. 

Sam Macaulay, Treasurer 
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Page No. REGION PROJECTS FUNDED IN 2014-15 TYPE 

8 1 Dodoma Chamwino Demonstration Apiary (DAAT) Agriculture 

8 2 Dodoma Thawi Chini Village sewing/knitting project Women’s business 

9 3 Kagera Rubale CDI Beekeeping Agriculture 

9 4 Kagera Ikimba  Group of Secondary Schools (Hilden) Sec. Education 

10 5 Kagera Ikondo Secondary School textbooks Sec. Education 

11 6 Kagera Twetegereze Beekeeping and Forestry Agriculture 

11 7 Kigoma Ntungamo rain water harvesting Water 

11 8 Kigoma Agricultural Produce Storage Agriculture 

12 9 Kigoma Lubalisi Dispensary  Solar Power Health/Solar 

12 10 Kigoma Older People’s Beekeeping Elderly/Agriculture 

13 11 Kigoma Upendo Women’s Disabled Group Disability/Business 

13 12 Lindi Rondo Afforestation Project (African Palms) Agriculture 

14 13 Mara Women’s Leadership Course (DAAT) Community/Health 

14 14 Mara Buturi Makongoro Rain– water harvesting Water 

14 15 Mara LCD Projector  Health/ Adult Educ 

15 16 Mara Matongo Dispensary (African Palms) Health/  

15 17 Mara Safe House and Vocational Training Centre Girls’ protection 

16 18 Mara Safe House Social Worker (DAAT, Ed.Church) Girls’ protection 

17 19 Mtwara Miungo Water Pipe Line (African Palms) Water 

17 20 Mtwara Madimba School Textbooks– READ Sec. Education 

17 21 Mtwara Marumba  Dispensary Water tank Water/Health 

18 22 Pwani Rusodi Poultry Farming Agriculture 

18 23 Shinyanga Maganzo Vocational Training Centre Voc. Education 

19 24 Shinyanga Masekelo  Secondary School Sec. Education 

19 25 Shinyanga Mwigumbi Village Chicken rearing Agriculture 

20 26 Simiyu Blema Initiative. (DAAT) Women’s business 

20 27 Simiyu Kasodefo Computer Training Vocational Education 

20 28 Simiyu Ngasamo Secondary School Dormitory Sec. Education/Girls 

21 29 Singida Women’s sewing and embroidery project Women’s business 

21 30 Singida Ughandi B Village Dispensary Staff Houses Health 

22 31 Singida Manyoni Secondary School Girls’ Hostel Sec. Education/Girls 

22 32 Tabora Tailoring and Youth Development Voc. Educ/Business 

22 33 Tabora Vulnerable Adolescents Knitting/Sewing Voc. Educ/Business 

23 34 Tabora People Living with HIV/Aids Beekeeping Agriculture 

23 35 Various  VSO Small Grants  (Donor Funded) Various 
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(1) DODOMA REGION: CHAMWINO DEMONSTRATION APIARY (£3220 – inc. 
DAAT £2,200) 

This project is setting up a demonstration 
apiary in Chamwino District (about 30km 
east of Dodoma City) to help educate three local 
beekeeping cooperatives, including one run by the local 
police force. These groups have hives, but lack equipment 
and training. TARDI, the sponsoring NGO, is a specialist 
beekeeping organisation with the project leader, Faustino 
Kashumba, a lecturer at Dodoma University and one of 
Tanzania's experts on beekeeping. The apiary will plant 
trees to provide fodder for bees and have hives allowing for 
practical demonstrations. The ancillary equipment, which 
includes protective clothing, will be lent to the groups (for a 
small fee) helping provide funds for project sustainability. 
As of June 2015, the site had been cleared, trees seedlings 
sourced and the equipment purchased. Training is due to 
start in August, with the beekeeping season due to start in 
October. Special thanks to DAAT for generous support.  Dan Cook 
 
(2) DODOMA REGION: THAWI CHINI VILLAGE SEWING AND KNITTING (£1,548) 

I travelled by motorbike to Thawi 
Chini village in Kondoa District in 
April 2015 and met the 40 
women who make up this sewing 
and knitting group. People in this 
village are hungry; rains have 
failed completely, crops have 
withered in the shamba and 
everyone who can is selling 
livestock in order to buy food. 
The women see the production 
of clothes - especially school 
uniforms - as a way of 
supplementing their small 

incomes. We awarded a grant of £1,548 for the purchase of 8 sewing and knitting 
machines.  

Kevin Curley 
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(3) KAGERA REGION: RUBALE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BEEKEEPING PROJECT 
(1,260) 

This project will support three beekeeping groups in Bukoba Rural district of 
Kagera. These groups have experience in beekeeping using traditional hives, but 
want to improve yields and sustainability by upgrading to topbar hives, which will 
be hung in trees near sources of water 
(See picture). Each group will be 
provided with 15 topbar hives, made 
locally as well as planting a tree nursery 
to improve the bee habitat. The aim is 
to help the groups improve their 
incomes through the selling of honey 
and wax. The District Beekeeping 
Officer is involved in advising on the 
project. Dan Cook 

(4) KAGERA REGION: IKIMBA GROUP 
OF FOUR SECONDARY SCHOOLS (£19,570, but paid in 2013/4 inc. £16,000 from 
HILDEN and £3,402 for computer tablets) 

The four rural schools in this project, named after Lake Ikimba round which the 
schools are grouped, are Tunamkumbuka, Rubale, Izimbya and Kibirizi. This was 
the second year of a three year programme to assist with raising attainment, 
supporting girls' attendance and the schools’ approach to teaching and learning. 
The core focus was the development of the library facilities, teaching and learning 
skills, use of text and reference books and improvement in levels of literacy 
through the broadening of reading matter available in the libraries.   

During this second year all schools 
completed the conversions and 
renovations for the establishment 
of libraries with shelving, tables, 
seating and improved security for 
windows and doors. Text books and 
other resources purchased by the 
schools in year one now have 
proper display and access for 
students and staff, with all schools 
using student librarians and 
cataloguing to ensure records and 
security of book use. A successful 
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short programme of training for the schools on using libraries and resources 
effectively was run by a retired District Education Officer.   
Improvements were made to Science and Sports facilities and Tunamkumbuka 
used funds to set up a small computer room.  This was supported by the use of 

Tablet computers for which we paid £3,402, 
(included in the total above) as part of my 
colleague Janet Chapman’s work on 
developments in Teaching and Learning.   
Janet also started  a programme linked to UN 
Millennium Development Goal 3  (MDG3) to 
support girls' education and attendance. She 
held initial discussions with school counsellors 
on how we might support a programme of 

more regular consultation between the schools on curriculum and social welfare 
issues, especially for girls.  
 
I shall be visiting the schools again in August to follow up on these discussions and 
also the plans submitted for the third year of this programme, which the Hilden 
Charitable Fund has again generously agreed to fund. A key development area for 
all the schools is in Science facilities which the Tanzania Government has decreed 
all schools must improve by the end of this year. However we also want to help 
the schools further support girls' education and to tackle impediments to their 
progress.  
Attainment: One key criteria for the original aims of the project was to achieve 
improvement in attainment and we were pleased to receive examination results 
which showed that for the first time a large number of girls achieved a pass in 
Grade IV examinations, affirming also an improvement in the girls’ commitment to 
school. This meant that for the first time girls were able to proceed into Form 5, 
the equivalent of our UK lower 6th. There was a similar overall small improvement 
in boys’ results. Whilst there are challenges of staffing and resourcing, we look 
forward during this third year to continue 
to support improvement in the schools. 
Jonathan Pace 
 
(5) KAGERA REGION: IKONDO SECONDARY 

SCHOOL (£4,560) 
Ikondo is a remote rural school with no 
electricity or running water. It has very few 
books and the laboratory is built to 
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foundations only. The dynamic Headteacher has given his house on site to girls 
who have otherwise to walk for 3 hours each way to school. Our grant was 
approved for lab equipment and textbooks and this has had a positive impact on 
the number of girls passing the Form 4 exams. We shall investigate the possibility 
of adding an e-learning programme at a future date. 
Janet Chapman 
 
(6) KAGERA REGION: TWETEGEREZE BEEKEEPING & FORESTRY  PROJECT (£1,078) 

Twetegereze is the name chosen by a group 
of 22 subsistence farmers in the village of 
Nyakayanja, about 30 kilometres from 
Kayanga town in the hills of Karagwe 
District, close to the Burundi border. They 
have been using traditional beehives for 
four years and applied to TDT for a grant to 
buy modern top bar hives and start a tree 
nursery. In this way they hope to increase 
their incomes so that they can meet the 
cost of schooling for their children. I met 

them in April 2015 and was impressed by their enthusiasm and good 
organisational skills. Kevin Curley 
 
(7) KAGERA REGION: NTUNGAMO WOMEN'S 

WATER HARVESTING (£4,135) 
I visited this group in November 2014. The women 
told me that the trek to the river for water in the 
dry season involves a round trip of 6km and 
because of steep gradients this can take 2 hours. 
We debated various sorts of water tank and the 
group believed that the provision of two large tanks 
would help those most in need in the village and 

enable them to spend more time farming and 
generating family income in other ways. In June 2015, I 
received a report prepared by a consultant showing 
that both tanks had been built.  Kevin Curley 
 
(8) KIGOMA REGION: AGRICULTURAL  STORAGE FOR 
YOUNG FARMERS (£886) 
Benedicto Hosea, our extremely committed local 

Traditional Hives to be replaced 
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representative for Kigoma rural, has set up a youth group MVG, which has been 
very successful in developing agriculture in Zeze village. This storage facility will 
enable the village to store and process cash crops such as sunflowers and moringa 
olifeara. TDT’s money is for metal sheeting and window frames only as the young 
people are making bricks and providing all labour themselves. The picture on the 
previous page shows them working on the brick-kiln pit.  Janet Chapman 
 
(9) KIGOMA REGION: LUBALISI 
DISPENSARY  SOLAR POWER (£4,200) 
In November 2014, I visited Lubalisi 
Dispensary with Asheri Stephen, the leader 
of Inua Jamii  a local group which has for 
several years been requesting help from 
TDT. It was a hard 8 hours round trip 
through the mountains.  The Dispensary 
was completed and the doctor's house 
nearby nearing completion. The District 
Medical Officer confirmed that the house 
will be completed and a doctor posted to the village if solar is installed. The house is 
close enough to the Dispensary to be supplied with solar power as well. Electricity also 
means that emergencies can be dealt with after dark and the fridge containing 
medicines can be powered. The Dispensary serves a population of 2,596 in a remote 
area. In April 2015 Asheri with three of his members, made the arduous journey by 
boat and motor bike from Kigoma, carrying the solar panels, batteries and other 
equipment through the mountains to Lubalisi. The solar power system is now installed 
in the village clinic and the doctor's house next door. The promised arrival of a doctor 

is awaited. Some cost issues for this project remain unresolved at the time of 
writing. 
Kevin Curley 
 

(10) KIGOMA REGION: OLDER PEOPLE'S GROUPS’ 
BEEKEEPING (£5,821) 
We received an application from  the NGO 
SAWATA (Help for the Elderly) to provide 150 
beehives and related equipment to 5 groups of 
older people in 5 villages in Kasulu district so that 
they can increase their incomes. The application 
was  well researched and presented and we 
agreed to support it. In April 2015 I visited the 

villages of Zeze and Lusesa and met members of both beekeeping groups. The 

Outside the Dispensary 
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hives had been completed and farmers were preparing to hang them in the trees. 
Benedicto Hosea (who is also our Local Representative) from SAWATA will collect 
information about honey production later in the year. This will enable us to see 
whether this is an effective way of helping subsistence farmers to increase their 
incomes by introducing modern bee hives.  Kevin 
Curley 
 
(11) KIGOMA REGION: UPENDO WOMEN’S 

DISABLED GROUP (£709) 
I visited the group (unannounced) in November 
2014 with  our Local Representative, Evelyn Leonard 
and met the project leaders.  I saw several disabled 
women working in a small room with one sewing 
machine. We were shown an empty small room 
which the group has rented. This would 
accommodate the 4 sewing machines which they 
requested. These 4 sewing machines will enable the 
disabled women to increase their incomes from the sale of clothing they make. 
Kevin Curley 
 
(12) LINDI REGION: RONDO PLATEAU AFFORESTATION PROJECT (£5,789 from 

AFRICAN PALMS) 
The estate on the Rondo plateau next to Mnara Village was bought in the 1960s 
for Masasi Diocese by Bishop Trevor Huddleston, founder of TDT. Those who 
remember Rondo in the 1960s recall a still densely wooded area with a profusion 

of flora and fauna. In the 
last 50 years, the villagers 
have practised ‘slash and 
burn’ agriculture, felling 
the trees, leaving fields full 
of semi-charred stumps.  
The  afforestation project 
has been funded by African 
Palms and the planting of 
12,000 trees is under way. 

This is intended to have a significant effect on the quantity and variety of local 
plants, insects and birds, We hope to involve pupils from Rondo High school in 
monitoring the project and sharing data with my school in Redhill, UK. Grateful 
thanks to African Palms for funding this project. David Gibbons 
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(13) MARA REGION: WOMEN’S ANTI GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE 
AND LEADERSHIP COURSE (£1,362 from DAAT) 

DAAT paid for 3 women to attend leadership training in Kenya. 
The women were very motivated by this training.  They developed  
their own action plan on how to use the skills gained to educate other people and 
women from the Women’s Union and others in the villages.  They trained 56 other 
Union members at the Safe House.  These 3 women and another 6 members are 
continuing to visit villages and train women groups on leadership skills and Gender 
Based Violence issues starting with 10 villages.  To date 6 women groups in the 6 
villages received the training. A total of 319 women has been reached. 

Julian Marcus 
(14) MARA REGION: BUTURI MAKONGORO 
WATER HARVESTING (£5,001) 
Buturi village is situated in Mara region, 
north of Musoma and 20km from Lake 
Victoria. It has suffered the twin disasters of 
AIDS and drought and hence is an extremely 
impoverished area. The project aims to 
install a rainwater harvesting system on the 
school building that has been designed by a 
British engineer with collaboration by a UK 

PhD student. This will provide clean water for the community as well as watering a 
community garden which will grow vegetables. Hence the project should provide 
wide benefits to this and the surrounding villages. The project is sponsored by 
Judith Smith, a UK based Tanzanian who was born in this area. Judith has been 
raising funds alongside the TDT donation to provide the full funding needed for 
this project. Dan Cook 
 
(15) MARA REGION: PROJECTOR FOR TRAINING COURSES AGAINST GENDER 

BASED VIOLENCE (£259) 
Rhobi Samwelly, when in the UK, noted the power of a digital projector for 
education and training and explained that Mara Diocese did not have one. TDT 
donated a new  projector and PowerPoint controller and Rhobi took these back to 
Musoma where they have proved very useful for in-service training sessions on 
Gender Based Violence and in outreach work in schools.   Julian Marcus 

Our AGM will be on Saturday 14th November 2015 at 2.00pm at Central Hall, 
Westminster. The main  focus will be on TDT and partner Charities working in 
Tanzania.  All are most welcome. 
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(16) MARA REGION: MATONGO DISPENSARY (£4,443 from African Palms) 
This project is to complete the Staff House, Dispensary and water system at 
Matongo in Butiama District, a remote village far from all other medical facilities. 
The Staff House, funded by TDT and 
donors is used as a temporary clinic 
twice a month. It is complete, except for 
solar power. Cllr Masero, the project 
leader, explained to me in March 2015 
that the same system was to be used for 
the Dispensary below the Staff House, 
and therefore that the money had been 
kept in the Bank. It has a bed for 
patients in labour but no other 
furnishings.  

Below the Staff House, the 
foundations of the Dispensary have 
been built by the local community 
to the specification provided by the 
Government. It is now clear that 
Butiama District will fail in its 
promise to fund the Dispensary, as 
it is not in the Council’s budget, all 

of which  is for Council Offices. Therefore it is down to the local people, and TDT (if 
we are prepared to continue support) to see the Dispensary built. Stored in the 
staff house are many bags of cement. On site are also large quantities of bricks. 
What is holding the project back is the absence of water on site for mixing cement 
and sand. The estimate for bringing water up from the borehole to the site was 
more than the cost of the borehole! Maybe the only practicable solution is a 
donkey cart pulled by two donkeys. We await a decision from the local community 
about this.  TDT will continue support for the Dispensary in a judicious, measured 
way, stressing that the major responsibility rests with the community, but we will 
look for other funding partners. Julian Marcus 
 
(17) MARA REGION: SAFE HOUSE AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE (£56,330 

from many kind donors) 
Most details of this project are given on pages 4-5. The Centre was visited by BBC 
Journalist Linda Pressly who made two radio programmes for ‘From our own 
correspondent’ and ‘Crossing Continents’ and these were very moving and also 
greatly helped our fund-raising. Links to both programmes are on the TDT website. 
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Nehma’s escape– and the 5 girls who were caught 
and cut  

Here is Nehma, tearfully but bravely telling her story at 
the ‘official’ opening of the Safe House. A volunteer in 
Masinki village phoned the Safe House for the car to 
save 7 girls.  As it left, pursued by hostile parents, the old 
car broke down. 5 girls were snatched by their parents 
and forcibly subjected to FGM, but Nehma and a friend 
hid in the darkness until our volunteer got them on a bus 
to  the Safe House at Mugumu.  Nehma grieves for her 
friends.  
 

Breaking News! We have raised the money for a new 
car so that girls in the villages can be reached, and 
there is no repeat of the  traumatic incident with 
Nehma’s friends. Thanks to all who have helped and 
donated. 
 
We haven’t finished yet. The Safe  House still needs a 
perimeter fence, to stop people wandering in, a dining 
hall and a kitchen.  The present kitchen (right) is a 
shack in the grounds. In total, we still need around 
£0,000. I am hopeful that with the love and 
commitment of so many generous people, we shall achieve all these goals before 
the next cutting season in 2016. Julian Marcus 
 
(18) MARA REGION: SAFE HOUSE SOCIAL WORKER (£2,020* incl. £1000 each 

from DAAT and Christchurch Morningside, Edinburgh) 
The generosity of Christchurch, Morningside Edinburgh and 
of DAAT has secured the post of Mrs Sophia Mchomvu, the 
social worker at the Safe House for 3 years- this is the first 
year of grant. Sophia Mchomvu worked voluntarily 
alongside Rhobi during the 'crisis' of having 134 girls at the 
Centre. She is very successful and a key member of staff 
and liaises with the girls’ families and the police. 
Julian Marcus 
*£1020 in this financial year, £1,000 to follow 
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(19) MTWARA REGION: MIUNGO WATER PIPELINE PROJECT (£5,630 inc. £5,300 
from African Palms Assoc.) 

Miungo Village is in a remote area 35 kilometres south-west from Masasi in 
Mtwara Region. Lacking a supply of clean water the community, especially young 
children and babies, were left vulnerable to water borne diseases, including 
cholera. The application, made by the  Ward Executive Officer, Godfrey Makenzi, 
on behalf of the Ward and Village Executive 
committees, was to construct a pipeline to 
transport water 6km from the nearest river. 
With an impressive commitment, TDT was 
requested to provide only 32% of the budget. 
Subsequently this was generously funded by 
African Palms Trust as part of their focus on 
Mtwara region with a grant of £5,500. A visit 
by Chair of TDT, Julian Marcus, confirmed that 
five water points were established with 
gushing supplies of clean, healthy water. A real success story of local commitment 
and project planning! An application has been received to extend this by 2 km. to 
Chipindimbi hamlet to complete the water supplies to all the Miungo 
communities.  Jonathan Pace 
 
(20) MTWARA REGION: MADIMBA SCHOOL BOOKS (With READ International) 

(£2,001) 
This is a project on which we have worked 
with our sister charity READ International 
to refurbish and equip a library at Madimba 
School in Mtwara region. The school is a 
new one and had only 20 books for 
students. Our partner provided volunteers 
and sponsorship to redevelop a large room 
as a library and our grant was then used to 
provide sufficient books to meet the 

students’ educational needs. The library was completed in March and looks very 
stimulating with its full bookshelves.  Ian Powell 
 
(21) MTWARA REGION: MARUMBA DISPENSARY WATER TANK (£5,770 made 

possible by Ian Gibson’s legacy) 
We have had the opportunity to fund a large underground water tank at the 
Marumba dispensary. This remote village - 'the last village before Mozambique' as 
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the village Executive Officer called it - has no 
water supply. People travel 20km to collect 
water from the river Ruvuma. A pregnant 
woman must bring 40 litres with her when 
she is about to give birth. It is a project based 
on a very clear and urgent need. It will benefit 
2364 people and we awarded a grant of 
£5,750. By April the 200,000 litres tank had 
been completed. It was too late for this year's 
rains but the tank will fill quickly when rain comes in December. I shall visit the 
village in January 2016. Kevin Curley 
 
(22) PWANI REGION: RUSODI POULTRY FARMING PROJECT (£996) * 

Mlanzi village is about 45km north east of 
Kibiti in Pwani Region. A enthusiastic group 
of men and women have built a well 
constructed poultry house, but previous 
attempts to keep unvaccinated local 
chickens proved unsuccessful.  This new 
project will provide vaccinated improved 
chicks from Dar es Salaam together with 
equipment and training, which should give 
much better results.  A mixture of layers and 

broilers will allow income to be generated from sales of both eggs and meat. The 
group also has plans to build a second poultry house. Dan Cook  (*Authorised in 
2014-15, paid in 2015-16) 
 
(23) SHINYANGA REGION: MAGANZO VOCATIONAL TRAINING CENTRE (£1,749) 
Maganzo Vocational Training Centre (VTC) is 17km 
north of Shinyanga housed in a small building on 
one side of Maganzo “village square”. The VTC 
seeks to support young people who did not succeed 
at (or dropped out of) secondary school due to lack 
of school fees or low pass marks. The centre has  
two experienced teachers. TDT’s initial grant 
enabled the purchase of equipment. However the 
opening was delayed because the Shinyanga Health 
Department said that the toilets were inadequate. 
TDT’s second grant enabled the construction of new 
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toilets. Before the grand opening of the VTC, thieves broke in and stole some of 
the equipment which TDT had funded. Exceptionally, TDT agreed to replace the 
stolen items. Students come in morning and afternoon shifts. This is the only 
computer facility in the area and local teachers have also requested training 
sessions as they are going to be involved in electronic voter registration.  The main 
room  houses the sewing project, where Judith, the sewing teacher works with 49 
young women and 1 young man, but again in shifts. The room is adequately 
supplied with sewing machines and a cutting out table.  The block of toilets funded 
by TDT, situated at the opposite side of the “square” has 2 cubicles for the VTC and 
2 for the village community. This is an excellent and very successful project.  Julian 
Marcus 
 
(24) SHINYANGA REGION: MASEKELO SECONDARY SCHOOL (£3,620) 
This mixed ward Secondary School in Shinyanga urban area for pupils in Forms 1-4 
was established in 2007. Enquiries revealed 
that for 306 pupils there was a shortfall of 106 
desks/chairs. As a highly successful school (in 
2014, it was the 1st placed Government School in 
Shinyanga Region and 4th in all schools. Their 
team reached the finals of the Tanzania Young 
Scientist Competition,  winning a trip to Dar es 
Salaam to present their findings. With numbers 
increasing from form 1 level there was clearly a 
need to improve conditions in the classrooms 
for teaching and learning. The TDT grant has enabled all pupils to sit at a desk for 
lessons with consequential improvement in classroom ambiance and learning. Visit 
reports by Chair Julian Marcus and PO Janet Chapman encourage us to believe that 
TDT should continue to support this school. The inspiring Headteacher, Stephen 
Mihambo said that the school has many resource needs, especially water. I will 
visit in August and discuss with the school the possibility of a project to harvest 
rainwater to a large concrete tank, given the ludicrously huge costs demanded by 
Shinyanga Council for a connection to the new local water main. Jonathan Pace 
 
(25) SHINYANGA REGION: MWIGUMBI VILLAGE CHICKEN REARING PROJECT 

(£870) 
This Women’s group  met all our criteria, and responded quickly and efficiently to 
requests for information. The application was supported by our Local 
Representative, William Shayo  and  by the Ward Extension Officer, who assisted 
the women. Our grant was received, but the evidence of receipt was not 
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satisfactory. William Shayo tried to follow up, but failed to make contact with the 
project chair lady. Since then we have heard from the Village Chairman that there 
is no project.  At the moment Mwigumbi must be classified as a failure, but Vice 
Chair Jonathan Pace will be following this up as our Report goes to Press. 
Philippa Grant 
 
(26) SIMIYU REGION: BLEMA INITIATIVE (£124, including £104 

from DAAT) 
This very successful project in Maswa is benefiting 53 women 
who are living in most disadvantaged circumstances, including 
some with HIV/AIDS.  Blema wishes to expand and develop and 
TDT’s recent grant was for a consultant’s report,  kindly paid for by DAAT. This is 
under discussion with TDT’s William Shayo. We and our partner donors can be 
very pleased and satisfied by what Blema is achieving with a deprived group of 
women. This is a very good project run voluntarily by a dedicated group of 
teachers and their colleagues. Julian Marcus 
 

(27) SIMIYU REGION: KASODEFO COMPUTER 
TRAINING FOR YOUTH (£2,291) 
KASODEFO is a very strong local NGO with a clear 
plan for delivering much needed IT training to 
youth in this area. The group has effective 
programmes in microfinance and legal aid. They 
had 3 computers already, but needed at least 15 
for accreditation and to run cost effective 
courses. They have now purchased 20 computers 

and a projector and started running successful IT courses for women on the 
microfinance programme and others. Janet Chapman 
 
(28) SIMIYU REGION: NGASAMO SECONDARY 

SCHOOL DORMITORY (£6,398) 
Ngasamo Secondary School  needed to refurbish 
a hostel to give girl students, presently living in 
local villages, secure on-site accommodation. 
This will remove them from the dangers and 
distractions that  presently affect their lives and 
education. Our local representatives, William 
Shayo and Ezekiel Kassanga, have proved to be 
immensely valuable in working with the school 
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and district officials to ensure that funds were correctly used for the project. With 
great skill and regular monitoring the work was due to be completed in August 
2015 when Jonathan Pace and I visited to inaugurate the hostel opening.  David 
Gibbons 

 
(29) SINGIDA REGION: MOTHERS AND CHILDREN OF CENTRAL TANZANIA- 

SEWING & EMBROIDERY PROJECT (£3,620) 
This is a project designed to train women and 
girls in embroidery and tailoring skills. The 
main part of the budget is to purchase 20 
sewing machines, and two knitting machines. 
Orphans and widows will not pay fees, but 
other students will pay Tsh10,000 each. Sales 
of school uniforms will also provide income. 
The project will generate income from fees 

and product sales. There seems to be strong local support and successful trainees 
will become supporters of the project by providing training themselves to the new 
intake. Dan Cook 

(30) SINGIDA REGION: UGHANDI ‘B’ VILLAGE PROJECT (£7,701) 
Ughandi B is a largish village about 45km NE of Singida town, having a typically 
semi-arid environment. Following the construction of a well in this rural and 
extremely poor village, the need for a 
health facility was also apparent and 
given its location as central to other 
villages, it could act as a facility that 
would benefit the whole ward. 
Previous funding allowed for the 
construction of the dispensary 
building up to the rafters, but the 
District Council required two staff houses to be built before they would complete 
the dispensary and provide the staff. TDT provided the funding for these two staff 
houses. There has been extensive liaison with the District authorities to make sure 
that they approve each step of the construction and will take over the project once 
the dispensary building and the staff houses are complete to roof level. There was 
no money in the 2014/15 District budget, but there is an opportunity to have 
money budgeted for 2015/16. Construction is now complete to the required level, 
so the village council is pushing the District hard to complete the project as 
agreed. Dan Cook 
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(31) SINGIDA REGION: MANYONI SECONDARY SCHOOL GIRLS’ HOSTEL  (£5,860) 
This hostel was built with local government money but funds ran out before it was 
completed. There will be 50 beds, allocated to the most able and vulnerable girls. 
Currently, some girls rent small rooms in town where they are vulnerable to male 
abuse. There have been several pregnancies each year resulting in girls leaving 
school prematurely. Other girls face long walks to and from home each day. As a 
result they are very tired and often distracted 
from studies by domestic work. The hostel will 
improve the quality of their education and the 
likelihood of them passing Form 4 exams.  A 
matron will be employed to care for the girls. 
Parents will provide mattresses. The school will 
meet the cost of bunk beds from its own funds. 
The hostel will have electricity. I visited the hostel 
in April 2015. The work had been completed to a 
high standard. The school was awaiting delivery 
of the beds. By the end of July 2015 the first 48 
girls to use the hostel will be selected, with 
priority going to those who live furthest from the 
school. Kevin Curley 
 
(32) TABORA REGION: AICT TAILORING AND YOUTH DEVELOPMENT (£1,140)* 
This is an income generating project run by the African Inland Church (AICT) for the 

whole community.  It will help young people 
improve their lives, with sustainable incomes in 
the longer term. We also have evidence 
elsewhere that such an initiative works based 
on other similar projects in the area. More 
needs to be done to clarify the exact curriculum 
to be used for training the different groups of 
young people as their age groups vary. I shall 
work with our Local Representative, Philemon 
Boyo and AICT to set clearer objectives and 

outcomes as well as how these will be measured. Tichafara Chisaka 
(*Authorised in 2014-15, paid in 2015-16) 
 
(33) TABORA REGION: VULNERABLE ADOLESCENTS AND CARE GIVERS’ 

EMPOWERMENT (£3,020) 
This project is run by FADICE, already one of our successful partners, ably led by 
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Philemon Boyo, our Local Representative in 
Tabora. The grant supports a tailoring project 
with vulnerable girls.  This is going well and 
producing small goods such as bags to be sold 
in the UK as well as locally. They have now 
also purchased a knitting machine and are 
producing sweaters and hats. They have a 
small gardening project to support the girls' 
nutrition and to sell crops. Janet Chapman 
 
(34) TABORA REGION: PEOPLE LIVING WITH 

HIV/AIDS BEEKEEPING (£820) 
The project is supporting a group of people living with HIV/AIDS in Kabila Village 
about 45 minutes drive from Tabora town. The Chairman, Mr Dotto Kishiwa, is an 
experienced beekeeper and has formed the group to start this income generating 

project. The topbar hives will be 
made locally, providing good work 
for local fundi as well as keeping the 
costs down. The picture shows group 
members with one of the carpenters. 
In addition to the hives, protective 
clothing and equipment will be 
provided. Income generated will help 
pay for the trips that the members 
have to make each month to pick up 
their free anti-retro-viral drugs. The 
honey produced should also improve 

the nutritional health of the members and improve their self-esteem. The aim is to 
have the hives deployed in time for the start of the beekeeping season in October. 
Dan Cook 
 
(35) VSO SMALL GRANTS: 
PEMBA PRIMARY SCHOOLS IMPROVEMENT PROJECT. Pemba Island is well known 
for luxury diving holidays in coastal hotels with the scent of cloves drying in the air. 
Known as the 'Green Island' for its lush vegetation these attributes hide the reality 
of a poor local community with low levels of educational opportunity, especially in 
the north of the island. VSO volunteer Annalise Wissink applied for a TDT small 
grant to support her work in the VSO Primary Schools Improvement project in the 
northern town of Wete. With a grant of £450, the refurbishment of a room has 
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created a library with tables, chairs, display cabinets and a wide range of mainly 
new books. A children's corner has brightly coloured soft cushions and children's 
materials provided by a Netherland's charity. Staffing is supported by the library 
service in Chake Chake town and a 
librarian employee travels from Chake 
Chake each day. Ex VSO volunteer 
Mariella Scott visited for TDT and 
confirms that the library is functioning 
well since Annalise left, after 
completing her placement with VSO. 
Further plans exist to extend 
Children's study skills sessions and to 
publicise the library in schools more 
widely. The photo shows a collage of 
the opening of the library and views of its facilities.  
 
COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURE FOR SMALLHOLDER FARMERS (CASH) PROJECT.  
VSO volunteer Matthis Miti received a small grant of £450 for a compost manure 
production and learning micro-project at KATI Livestock Farm on Unguja 
(Zanzibar). The grant was used to purchase a mechanical grass cutter, labour costs 
for collection of materials and digging of pits/holes and the purchase of other 
manual tools and equipment.. The aim of this project was to help farmers to 
improve their ability to produce compost from local materials in a more efficient 
and productive way, thereby increasing cropping and income potential. Mariella 

Scott also visited this project recently 
for TDT and reports: The Fertiliser 
Project small grant at Kizimbani 
Agriculture College and trial farm near 
Joanzi, Unguja, appears to have been 
used really well with compost pits dug, 
different manures trialled and used, 
employment given to a group of young 
men involved in spice tours- pit digging, 
transferring manure, trialling on spice 

production. A full report by Matthias is available on the TDT web site. The photo 
shows Matthias working in the construction of compost pits. 
 
SEAWEED DRYER PROJECT. A small grant of £450 enabled VSO volunteer Hossein 
Chehrzad, working in collaboration with Karume Institute of Science and 
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Technology, to design and build a seaweed flatbed solar drier made with materials 
that are locally available at a cost affordable for the farmers. Seaweed farming is a 
well-established industry in the islands of Zanzibar and plays an important role in 
its economy. It employs over 25,000 people, mainly women, providing them with 
an opportunity to generate income for themselves and their families. The growth 
of the industry in the past decade and the additional income generated has helped 
improve farmers’ standards of living and provide job opportunity for some areas 
which lack other employment opportunities. In spite of the fact that Zanzibar 
produces some of the best seaweed in the world the industry is extremely 
inefficient. Production is among the lowest and cost per kg is among the highest in 
the world. Hossein writes 
"The Tanzania Development 
Trust small grant enabled us 
to help seaweed farmers to: 
(1)- Dry seaweed in the rainy 
season increasing 
productivity by as much as 
30%; (2)-Produce a cleaner 
seaweed increasing the 
value of the dried seaweed 
3- Reducing the drying time 
to as little as one day. The photo shows a flat bed dryer constructed out of local 
bamboo with plastic drying cover and piles of seaweed to be turned as they dry 
rapidly in the heat generated by the plastic cover and circulation of air through the 
flat bed slats. 
 

IMPROVING AGRICULTURAL CROPPING AND IRRIGATION 
IN KARAGWE REGION. VSO volunteer Joseph Ochieng 
applied for a small grant to purchase 5 Money Maker 
irrigation pumps and 10 Knapsack Sprayers. These will 
enable Joseph to train the farmers in off -season 
horticultural crop production when the demand is high 
from readily available markets, raising income generation. 
The demand for crops other than coffee (Tomatoes, 
Onions, Garlic, Spinach ,Green leafy vegetables etc. will 
improve their lives through much needed nutrition and 
income generation. The pumps enable water to be 
pumped up to 400 metres from small ponds and streams 

and will irrigate across small crop areas. Knapsack Sprayers will combat the high 
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incidences of pest and diseases. Joseph writes 'this will be of great benefit to 
women who form majority of the small holder farmers groups while their male 
counterparts are busy with Coffee production which is a major cash earner in the 
Region'. The photo shows the money maker pump in action for irrigation 

 
TRAINING TEACHERS IN CHILD CENTRED 
METHODS. VSO volunteer Claire Nic Gabhann 
received a small grant of £400 to support 
teachers in making resources to aid their 
teaching and to support them in cascading 
this knowledge to their colleagues in 
workshops. The workshops will be completed 
during August and a report is expected after 
this completion. The photos show teachers 

attending workshops for the VSO BILL project.  Jonathan Pace 
 

CONCLUSION 
This report recounts a very successful year in the life of our Trust.  There are, I 
think, four reasons for this. The first is philosophical: all who work for TDT 
share a commitment to human rights and justice and a determination to do 
what we can, in a small but significant way to help our Tanzanian partners 
achieve a better life. The second is financial: we have received very generous 
support from legacies and many Trusts, especially Hilden, African Palms, 
Ashworth and David Anderson; churches like Bamford Chapel and All Saints 
Sanderstead  and Westminster Central Hall and countless individuals. Thank 
you to all who have helped us. The third is the warmth and kindness of 
Tanzanians. Those of us who are privileged to travel as guests to the country 
receive more than we give and are constantly moved by  our friends’ generous 
hospitality  and their determination cheerfully to overcome adversity and to 
work in a neighbourly way for the common good. The fourth is the hard work 
and dedication of my colleagues in Tanzania and the UK. Even as I write this, 
three of  our  Project Officers are travelling in Tanzania at their own expense, 
visiting projects while others in both countries are also thinking and working 
for TDT. Our Trust has drawn together an unique group of talented and hard-
working people. I honour and thank them. 

 

Julian Marcus (Chairman) on behalf of the Trustees (Andrew Coulson, David 
Gibbons, Robert Gibson, Trevor Jaggar, Tony Janes and Julian Marcus) 
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TANZANIA DEVELOPMENT TRUST: STATEMENT OF INCOME 

 2014-15 2013-14 
INCOME – UNRESTRICTED £ £ 
Members Donations & fundraising  23,606   27,556  
Legacy Income & In Memoriam Donations  12,172   75,500  
Interest received  1   54  
Recoverable Tax - General Income  4,524   4,574  
Sales of Christmas Cards  2,433   1,060  
Other sales   -    121  
JustGiving.com - Members' Fund Raising & Donations  5,322   2,469  
TOTAL UNRESTRICTED INCOME  48,058   111,333  
   
INCOME – RESTRICTED (includes Gift Aid restricted to each project) £ £ 

Income TDT Projects   
Ikimba Group of Secondary Schools (Hilden)  16,000   16,000  
Rondo Afforestation Project (African Palms)  5,769    -   
Matongo Dispensary (African Palms)  7,000   2,055  
Safe House and Vocational Training Centre  62,335   30,560  
Safe House Social Worker (DAAT, Ed.Church)  1,000    -   
Miungo Water Pipe Line (African Palms)  5,300    -   
Blema Initiative. (DAAT)   -    800  
Omurushenye School  200   500  
TDT VSO Small Grants Scheme  2,000   2,000  
Mtandi School for the Blind in Masasi  1,000 
David Anderson Africa Trust  7,100  
HCF: Kividea Catering Course   -    4,000  
Maganzo VTC   -    2,125  
Goodness Organisation   -    531  
Nyirongo Village Borehole   -    1,500  
Nyagro Poultry Project   -    643  
TOTAL RESTRICTED INCOME TDT PROJECTS  107,704   60,714  
TOTAL TDT INCOME  155,762   172,048  
   

Income Private Projects   
Hope of the Community (private donation)   -    1,000  
GO MAD  1,519   904  
Lake Victoria Disability Centre, Musoma  11,521   9,697  
Emusoi Centre, Arusha  3,861   13,680  
Kiviwama (Roy Medcalf)  20,063   7,580  
William's House  14,720   55,191  
Ndanda Hands  3   340  
Christina Everett for A Makalla   -    5,798  
Solar lights  438    -   
Peter Bacon for ACTT  3,097   1,419  
ZeZe Beekeeping  845    -   
St John's University  3,032    -   
TOTAL RESTRICTED INCOME PRIVATE PROJECTS 59,098 95,608 

  TOTAL RESTRICTED INCOME 168,802 156,323  
TOTAL INCOME (including Private Projects) 214,860 267,616 
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TANZANIA DEVELOPMENT TRUST:  STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE   
   
 2014-15 2013-14 
EXPENDITURE TDT PROJECTS £ £ 
Chamwino Demonstration Apiary (inc. DAAT)  3,220    -   
Thawi Chini Village sewing/knitting project  1,548    -   
Rubale CDI Beekeeping  1,260    -   
Ikimba Secondary School Group, Kagera (tablet computers)  3,402   24,534  
Ikondo Secondary School textbooks  4,560    -   
Twetegereze Beekeeping and Forestry  1,078    -   
Ntungamo rain water harvesting  4,135    -   
Agricultural Produce Storage  886    -   
Lubalisi Dispensary Solar Power  4,200    -   
Older People’s Beekeeping  5,821    -   
Upendo Women’s Disabled Group  709    -   
Rondo Afforestation Project (African Palms)  5,789    -   
Women’s Leadership Course (DAAT)  1,362    -   
Buturi Makongoro Rain– water harvesting  5,001    -   
Mara Diocese LCD Projector  259    -   
Matongo Dispensary (African Palms)  4,443   13,855  
Safe House and Vocational Training Centre  56,330   26,255  
Safe House Social Worker (DAAT, Edinburgh Church)  1,020    -   
Miungo Water Pipe Line (African Palms)  5,630    -   
Madimba School Textbooks– READ  2,001    -   
Marumba Dispensary Water tank  5,770    -   
Maganzo Vocational Training Centre  1,749   7,364  
Masekelo Secondary School  3,620    -   
Mwigumbi Village Chicken rearing  870    -   
Blema Initiative. (DAAT)  124   3,294  
Kasodefo Computer Training  2,291    -   
Ngasamo Secondary School Dormitory  6,398    -   
Women’s sewing and embroidery project  3,620    -   
Ughandi B Village Dispensary Staff Houses  7,701    -   
Manyoni Secondary School Girls’ Hostel  5,860    -   
VACE Vulnerable Adolescents Knitting/Sewing  3,020   3,020  
People Living with HIV/Aids Beekeeping  820    -   
Goodness Organisation - Tabora region  60   531  
Kalya Health Centre   150    -   
TAFE beekeeping   180   3,387  
Omurushenye Primary School  220*   635  
VSO small grants scheme   -    5,355  
Muleba Schools Solar Power   -    2,801  
Kasulu Youth Development   -    6,589  
Ebeneza Group   -    2,825  
Nyagro Poultry Farming   -    1,540  
Tools with a Mission for Igoma Secondary School   -    512  
Maswa High School   -    880  
Gentle Giant Productions   -    1,001  
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Mount Samba Secondary School   -    2,802  
Nyirongo Village Borehole   -    7,277  
Riders for Health   -    2,201  
Kaibanja Secondary School   -    2,520  
Mnara Village Water Tank   -    4,638  
Rondo Dispensary Water Tank   -    4,190  
YAAPA   -    1,020  
Kividea   -    6,640  
St John's University   -    2,501  
Miswaki Secondary School   -    2,220  
Hope of the Community   -    1,020  
Local reps' expenses, unassigned to specific project  823   2,892  
Payments from I Gibson admin fund  962   1,076  
TOTAL EXPENDITURE TDT PROJECTS  156,893   144,356  
   
PRIVATE PROJECTS   
GO MAD  2,249   3,001  
Lake Victoria Disability Centre, Musoma  6,202    -   
Emusoi Centre, Arusha  3,309   14,283  
Kiviwama (Roy Medcalf)  11,020   8,700  
Loss to criminals fraudulently claiming to be Kiviwama 7,040 - 
William's House  27,557   40,140  
Ndanda Hands   -    1,971  
Christina Everett for A Makala  840   4,310  
Solar lights  499    -   
Peter Bacon for ACTT  3,097   1,287  
ZeZe Beekeeping  845    -   
Lena Papadoulos - Fanaka Memorial School  74    -   
TOTAL EXPENDITURE PRIVATE PROJECTS  62,731   74,712  
   
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 219,623 219,068 
 

TANZANIA DEVELOPMENT TRUST:  STATEMENT OF ASSETS   
   
 30 June 2015 30 June 2014 
ASSETS £ £ 
   
Cash at bank  79,497   84,260  
Held by BTS (Tanzania) on behalf of TDT   -    1,245  
   
NET ASSETS AT 30 JUNE 79,497 85,505 
   
Representing:   
Fund opening balance at 1 July  85,505   37,098  
Plus Net Flow of Funds  (6,009)  48,588  
Exchange differences   -    (181) 
 79,497 85,505 
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Analysed as:   
Unrestricted:   
General Purposes 5,377 40,304 
   

Restricted: TDT projects   
   

Ikimba Secondary Schools Cluster  19,570    -   
Matongo Dispensary  2,557    -   
Mara Safe House  15,905   9,825  
Safe House Social Worker (DAAT, Edinburgh Church)  1,000    -   
Rusodi Poultry Farming  996    -   
Tailoring and Youth Development  1,140    -   
Ikimba Schools Tablets   -    3,220  
Mtandi School for the Blind in Masasi  1,000    -   
TDT VSO Small Grants Scheme  2,000    -   
HCF Bangwe Prison  500    -   
DAAT support of girls education  1,200    -   
David Anderson Trust  703    -   
I Gibson admin fund  2,962   3,924  
 
Restricted: PRIVATE PROJECTS   
GO MAD  175   904  
Lake Victoria Disability Centre, Musoma  13,806   8,487  
Emusoi Centre, Arusha  552    -   
Kiviwama (Roy Medcalf)  2,003    -   
William's House  3,672   16,509  
Ndanda Hands  303   300  
Christina Everett for A Makala  685   1,525  
Dogodogo Children's Centre, DSM  361   361  
St John's University  3,032    -   
   
Just Giving Fundraisings:   
Lena Papadoulos - Fanaka Memorial School   -    74  
Hazel Geatches (Sichildren)   -    73  
Total Assets-Private Projects 24,587 28,232 
 
Balance at 30th June 79,497 85,505 

 
* Private gift from a kind donor for repairs to this school. 
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              INDEPENDENT EXAMINER'S CERTIFICATE  
   

I certify that the Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended 30 
June 2015 and the Balance Sheet at that date are in accordance with the 
books of account of the Trust, that the operations recorded therein comply 
with the terms of the Trust Deed, and that I have received all the 
information and explanations I required.  

Signed  

  

     

 

 

Claire MacIver, 16th September 2015 

£19,744, 14% £8,897, 6%

£57,350, 42%

£1,745, 1%

£13,583, 10%

£4,040, 
3%

£12,258, 9%

£20,536, 15%

HOW WE ALLOCATED GRANTS, 2014-2015

Agriculure and Forestry

Business-Tailoring and Sewing

Community- combatting FGM

Education- Adult

Education- Secondary

Education-Vocational

Girls' dormitories

Water
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Members of Maganzo VTC, Shinyanga in 
front of the splendid toilets built by the 
Organisation of People Empowerment, 
grant aided by TDT and  a BTS member.  

TDT’s Local Representative for Kigoma 
Rural, Benedicto Hosea, introducing an 
entrepreneurship  scheme at Zeze 
Secondary School. 

Vice Chair Jonathan Pace with  Simiyu 
Local Representative Ezekiel Kassanga, 
opening Ngasamo girls’ dormitory. 

Lindi Local Representative Linus Buriani 
taking Julian Marcus to pay his respects to 
the Lindi DED. 

Mara Local Representative Rhobi Samwelly tries 
out a tricycle for the disabled made at the Lake 
Victoria Disability Centre: See http://
lakevictoriadisabilitycentre.org/   

http://lakevictoriadisabilitycentre.org/
http://lakevictoriadisabilitycentre.org/

